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QUESTION 1 
While configuring Cisco TrustSec on Cisco IOS devices the engineer must set the CTS device ID 
and password in order for the devices to authenticate with each other. However after this is 
complete the devices are not able to property authenticate What issue would cause this to 
happen even if the device ID and passwords are correct? 
 
A. The device aliases are not matching 
B. The 5GT mappings have not been defined 
C. The devices are missing the configuration cts credentials trustsec verify 1 
D. EAP-FAST is not enabled 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
An administrator is configuring a Cisco WLC for web authentication Which two client profiling 
methods are enabled by default if the Apply Cisco ISE Default Settings check box has been 
selected'? (Choose two.) 
 
A. CDP 
B. DHCP 
C. HTTP 
D. SNMP 
E. LLDP 
 
Correct Answer: AE 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which portal is used to customize the settings for a user to log in and download the compliance 
module? 
 
A. Client Profiling 
B. Client Endpoint 
C. Client Provisioning 
D. Client Guest 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
An administrator is configuring sponsored guest access using Cisco ISE Access must be 
restricted to the sponsor portal to ensure that only necessary employees can issue sponsored 
accounts and employees must be classified to do so What must be done to accomplish this task? 
 
A. Configure an identity-based access list in Cisco ISE to restrict the users allowed to login 
B. Edit the sponsor portal to only accept members from the selected groups 
C. Modify the sponsor groups assigned to reflect the desired user groups 
D. Create an authorization rule using the Guest Flow condition to authorize the administrators 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
An administrator enables the profiling service for Cisco ISE to use for authorization policies while 
in closed mode. When the endpoints connect, they receive limited access so that the profiling 
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probes can gather information and Cisco ISE can assign the correct profiles. They are using the 
default values within Cisco ISE. but the devices do not change their access due to the new 
profile. What is the problem'? 
 
A. In closed mode, profiling does not work unless CDP is enabled. 
B. The profiling probes are not able to collect enough information to change the device profile 
C. The profiler feed is not downloading new information so the profiler is inactive 
D. The default profiler configuration is set to No CoA for the reauthentication setting 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
What should be considered when configuring certificates for BYOD? 
 
A. An endpoint certificate is mandatory for the Cisco ISE BYOD 
B. An Android endpoint uses EST whereas other operation systems use SCEP for enrollment 
C. The CN field is populated with the endpoint host name. 
D. The SAN field is populated with the end user name 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
What is the purpose of the ip http server command on a switch? 
 
A. It enables the https server for users for web authentication 
B. It enables MAB authentication on the switch 
C. It enables the switch to redirect users for web authentication. 
D. It enables dot1x authentication on the switch. 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
What must be configured on the Cisco ISE authentication policy for unknown MAC 
addresses/identities for successful authentication? 
 
A. pass 
B. reject 
C. drop 
D. continue 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Which two ports must be open between Cisco ISE and the client when you configure posture on 
Cisco ISE? (Choose two). 
 
A. TCP 8443 
B. TCP 8906 
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C. TCP 443 
D. TCP 80 
E. TCP 8905 
 
Correct Answer: AE 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
What are two requirements of generating a single signing in Cisco ISE by using a certificate 
provisioning portal, without generating a certificate request? (Choose two ) 
 
A. Location the CSV file for the device MAC 
B. Select the certificate template 
C. Choose the hashing method 
D. Enter the common name 
E. Enter the IP address of the device 
 
Correct Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
How is policy services node redundancy achieved in a deployment? 
 
A. by enabling VIP 
B. by utilizing RADIUS server list on the NAD 
C. by creating a node group 
D. by deploying both primary and secondary node 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
What is the deployment mode when two Cisco ISE nodes are configured in an environment? 
 
A. distributed 
B. active 
C. standalone 
D. standard 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 13 
If a user reports a device lost or stolen, which portal should be used to prevent the device from 
accessing the network while still providing information about why the device is blocked? 
 
A. Client Provisioning 
B. Guest 
C. BYOD 
D. Blacklist 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 14 
Which Cisco ISE service allows an engineer to check the compliance of endpoints before 
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connecting to the network? 
 
A. personas 
B. qualys 
C. nexpose 
D. posture 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 15 
An engineer is configuring Cisco ISE for guest services They would like to have any unregistered 
guests redirected to the guest portal for authentication then have a CoA provide them with full 
access to the network that is segmented via firewalls Why is the given configuration failing to 
accomplish this goal? 
 
A. The Guest Flow condition is not in the line that gives access to the quest portal 
B. The Network_Access_Authentication_Passed condition will not work with guest services for portal 

access. 
C. The Permit Access result is not set to restricted access in its policy line 
D. The Guest Portal and Guest Access policy lines are in the wrong order 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 16 
An administrator is configuring posture with Cisco ISE and wants to check that specific services 
are present on the workstations that are attempting to access the network. What must be 
configured to accomplish this goal? 
 
A. Create a registry posture condition using a non-OPSWAT API version. 
B. Create an application posture condition using a OPSWAT API version. 
C. Create a compound posture condition using a OPSWAT API version. 
D. Create a service posture condition using a non-OPSWAT API version. 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 17 
An engineer is using the low-impact mode for a phased deployment of Cisco ISE and is trying to 
connect to the network prior to authentication. Which access will be denied in this? 
 
A. HTTP 
B. DNS 
C. EAP 
D. DHCP 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 18 
An administrator connects an HP printer to a dot1x enable port, but the printer in not accessible 
Which feature must the administrator enable to access the printer? 
 
A. MAC authentication bypass 
B. change of authorization 
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